Abstract. We give a condition under which multi-dimensional analytic structure can be introduced into the maximal ideal space of a uniform algebra.
Introduction. Let A be a uniform algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X and M the maximal ideal space of A. Various authors have showed that one-dimensional or multi-dimensional analytic structure can be introduced into M provided that there exists a suitable subset G of C, or C" respectively, with "the finite fibre property". Thus, the classic theorem on the subject by E. Bishop [5] states Theorem 1. For f g A, define f~\X) = {x e M: f(x) = A}. Let W be a component ofC\f(X).
Suppose that there exists a subset G of Wsuch that: (1) G has positive two-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
(2) For each A in G, #/_1( A), the cardinality of {/"'(A)}, is finite.
Then, there is an integer n such that for every A g W, #/_1(A) < n. Furthermore, f~x{W) can be given the structure of a one-dimensional complex analytic space such that each g in A is holomorphic on this space.
B. Aupetit and J. Wermer [1] showed that the hypothesis on G of "positive measure" can be replaced by " positive exterior logarithmic capacity", and no weaker condition will suffice. Also generalizing Bishop's result, R. Basener [3] and N. Sibony [9] independently formulated a condition for the existence of an «-dimensional analytic structure as follows: Let A" = {(/,,.. .,/")|/x,.. .,/" e A), so that each F e A" maps M to C". Let V(F) = {x e M: F(x) = (0,...,0)}. The «th Shilov boundary dnA is defined by dnA = closure [UF<EA»d0Ay{F)]. d0A is the usual Shilov boundary. Theorem 2. Fix Fe A". Let W be a component of F(M)\F(dn_lA). Suppose there exists G ç W such that:
(1) M2"(G) > 0 (M2" is the Lebesgue measure in C).
(2) For each A G G, #F~l(\) is finite.
Then, there exists a positive integer k such that for all A g W, #F~l(\) is at most k. Moreover, S = (F~l(W), F, IV) is a branched analytic cover; consequently F~l(W) is an analytic space and for every f G A,f is holomorphic on F~l(W).
When n -1, this is Bishop's theorem.
Recently B. Aupetit [2] improved Theorem 2 by replacing (1) with the condition that G is not pluri-polar. (G is not pluri-polar if there is no plurisubharmonic function <j> on C such that G c {A g C"|^>(A) = -oo}.)
Aupetit's proof of the above requires that G is contained in F(M)\F(d"_1A). By the definition of the «th Shilov boundary, we have d0A
is open in C" [3, Lemma 2] , it is contained in the interior of F(M)\F(d0A).
In this paper we formulate a condition for an «-dimensional analytic structure assuming that G is a non-pluri-polar set contained in the interior of F(M)\F(d0A).
The hypothesis of "non-pluri-polar set" on G is then replaced by a more general "uniqueness set". (Let ß be a region in C". G ç ß is a uniqueness set (for fi) if every plurisubharmonic function on Í2 that converges to -oo at every point of G is identically equal to -oo on ñ.)
Our main results are stated in Theorems 3 and 4. We make essential use of the plurisubharmonicity proof for a certain class of functions associated with a uniform algebra, which the author developed in [7] and extended in [8] . We give an example covered by Theorem 4 of this paper but not by the Basener-Sibony-Aupetit Theorem.
Example. Let A2 be the open unit bidisc in C2 and A = A(A2). Then d0A = {(z, w) g A2: \z\ = 1, M = 1}; dxA = {(z, w) g A2: \z\ = 1 or \w\ = 1}; and d2A = A2 = M. The set G = {(z, w): \z\ < 1, |w| = 1} is a uniqueness set for A2 and its 4-dimensional Lebesgue measure is zero. If we take F to be the map (z,w) then G is contained in F( M ) \ F( d0 A ) but not in F( M ) \ F( 9" _ j A ).
Theorem 4 can be readily extended to the case where #{F_1(A)} is assumed to be countable on G in view of Basener's Theorem [4] .
We introduce some definitions and notations. Proof. n1</</<jt(*(*,) -g(0,)) g 31. If 0lf... ,0A. e F^A), then (0l5. ■. ,<?*) e 7r_1(A). The plurisubharmonicity of ipk follows from Lemma 1. Theorem 3 can be extended, using the same proof, as follows. Definition. Let ß be a region on C". We say G ç ß is a set of uniqueness for ß if every plurisubharmonic function defined on ß that converges to -oo at every point of G is identically equal to -oo on ß. Suppose there exists a subset G o/ß satisfying (i) G is a set of uniqueness for ß.
(ii) For every A g G, # {g ° F_1(A)} is finite.
Then, there exists k g N such that for each A in ß, # {g ° F~X(X)} is at most k.
The following lemma is a special case of Theorem 4. , and we shall show that g ° f~x is analytic on A,. Consider the algebra AT. By the definition of 9"_,/4, we have d0Ar ç d"_xA, and A, n/(90^r) = 0 since A(a, r) n F{%"_XA) = 0. Note that \Af-Hùk) ç f-\bb¡\ by the local maximum modulus principle of Av applied to/_1(A,).
Let ¡ij be the representing measure for some m, G f~x(a¡) supported on à0Af-i(ùk), and v¡ the projection of ju, on />A,, which is the normalized Lebesgue measure on ¿>A,. f g°f~ldv,= ( gd\i, = g{mi) = g°f-x{a,).
•'ftA, •'/-'(/)A,)
Thus, g° f~ is a complex harmonic function.
/ (z-a^-gof-Uv^f (/-a,)"-g^, = 0 («G/V).
Jb\. Jf-\h!si)
This shows that g ° f'x is holomorphic on A, and hence, g° F x on A'. (i) G is a set of uniqueness for ß.
